In this work, we further develop the Korovkin-type approximation theory by utilizing a fuzzy logic approach and principles of neoclassical analysis, which is a new branch of fuzzy mathematics and extends possibilities provided by the classical analysis. In the conventional setting, the Korovkin-type approximation theory is developed for continuous functions. Here we extend it to the space of fuzzy continuous functions, which contains a great diversity of functions that are not continuous. Furthermore, we give several applications, demonstrating that our new approximation results are stronger than the classical ones.
trigonometric polynomial operators [8] . The idea of approximating a function by a suitable sequence of positive linear operators was first introduced by Korovkin [12] .
The function approximation results of Korovkin gave birth to a specific area in functional analysis known as "Korovkin-type approximation theory ". This theory allows one to test convergence of linear operators on infinite classes of functions by testing convergence of these operators only on a finite number of functions from these classes. Corresponding results have been proved for large functional spaces (cf., for example, [15] ) or even in more abstract contexts, e.g., for abstract Lebesgue spaces (cf., for example, [14] ).
To extend the scope of applications of these and similar results, Korovkin-type approximation theory has been recently developed for more general types of function convergence, for example, for statistical convergence and A-statistical convergence [2, [9] [10] [11] .
The aim of this paper is to extend the scope of functions and operators for which Korovkin-type approximation theorems or similar results are valid. The obtained results are based on the fuzzy logic approach and principles of neoclassical analysis, which is a new branch of fuzzy mathematics and essentially extends possibilities provided by the classical analysis [3] [4] [5] [6] . Ideas of fuzzy logic have been used not only in many applications, such as, in bifurcation of non-linear dynamical systems, in the control of chaos, in the computer programming, in the quantum physics, but also in various branches of mathematics, such as, theory of metric and topological spaces, studies of convergence of sequences and functions, in the theory of linear systems, etc. Here we use these ideas for approximation theory.
While other researchers in this area work only with operators on spaces of continuous functions, we obtain Korovkin-type approximation theorems for a much broader class of operators on spaces of fuzzy continuous functions. In addition, we consider not only classical convergence, but also fuzzy convergence, which is more relevant to practical problems (cf., for example, [6] ).
Elements of the theory of fuzzy convergence and fuzzy continuity
At first, we give some definitions and results from neoclassical analysis [3] [4] [5] [6] that are necessary for this paper. We begin with the concept of fuzzy convergence.
Let us denote R + := [0, ∞) and R ++ := (0, ∞) and assume that r ∈ R + and = {a i : i = 1, 2, 3, . . .} is a sequence of real numbers.
Definition 2.1 (a)
A number a is called an r -limit of a sequence (it is denoted by a = r −lim i a i or a = r −lim ) if for any ε ∈ R ++ , the inequality |a −a i | < r +ε is valid for almost all a i , i.e., there is such n that for any i > n, we have |a − a i | < r + ε. (b) A sequence that has an r -limit is called r -convergent and it is said that r -converges to its r -limit a. It is denoted by → r a.
Informally, a is an r -limit of a sequence if, for an arbitrarily small ε, the distance between a and all but a finite number of elements from is smaller than r + ε. In other words, a number a is an r -limit of a sequence if for any ε ∈ R ++ , almost all a i belong to the interval (a − r − ε, a + r + ε). Thus, r becomes a measure of convergence for . There are several definitions of fuzzy continuity (cf., [3, 4, 6] ). However, it is proved that all of them are equivalent in general, i.e., a fuzzy continuous function according to one definition is fuzzy continuous according to all other definitions. Only the parameter of discontinuity (continuity defect) might change. That is why here we use the definition that is better suited to approximation problems. Let us assume that a function f (x) is defined at a point a ∈ R.
Definition 2.2
The sequential distance d a ( f, g) between functions f (x) and g(x) at a point a ∈ R is defined by the following formula
as the following example demonstrates.
Example 2.2 Let us consider the functions f
This shows that the sequential distance d a ( f, g) is not a metric.
Let C(X ) be the class of all real functions continuous in X ⊆ R and F be a class of real functions.
Definition 2.3 (a)
The metric continuity defect (metric measure of discontinuity) γ ( f, X, F) of a function f (x) in X with respect to the class F is defined by the following formula
(b) The metric continuity defect (metric measure of discontinuity) γ ( f, X ) of a function f (x) in X is defined by the following formula 
If a is a positive real number, then C a (R) denotes the space of all real-valued continuous a-periodic functions on the real line R, i.e., functions with the period a.
There are much more fuzzy continuous functions than continuous functions.
n are fuzzy continuous in each finite interval of the real line R, but they are not continuous in any interval with the length larger than 1.
Example 2.4 The function g(x)
= 2n when x ∈ [n, n + 1), n ∈ Z is 2-continuous in each finite interval of the real line R, but it is not continuous in any interval with the length larger than 1. 
Example 2.5 Let us consider the following functions
Taking three test functions:
we prove the following approximation theorem. Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C[a, b] into itself. Assume that r i ∈ [0, ∞) for i = 0, 1, 2.
Theorem 3.1 If
0 = r i − lim n→∞ L n (e i ) − e i for i = 0, 1, 2( 1 )
then, for all f ∈ C[a, b], we have
where r is any real number that satisfies the following condition
Proof Let us assume that we have a function f ∈ C[a, b] and a number d ∈ [a, b] . By the classical Korovkin theorem (see, e.g., [12] ), for every ε > 0, there exists a number δ = δ(ε) > 0 such that
holds, where M 1 = f and ϕ x (y) = (y − x) 2 . By linearity and positivity of the operators L n , we have
where c := max{|a| , |b|}. So, the last inequality gives that
where
. Then, we obtain from (1) that, for every ε > 0, there exists N = N (ε) > 0 such that, for all n ∈ N,
which implies that
holds, where r is any real number satisfying (3). Therefore, the last inequality yields that
which gives (2). The proof is completed.
Sometimes, the following result may be useful in obtaining a fuzzy based approximation although its assumption is stronger than that of Theorem 3.1.
Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C[a, b] into itself for which L n (e 0 ; x) = e 0 (x) = 1 holds for all n ∈ N and x ∈ [a, b].
Corollary 3.1 If
Proof By hypothesis and (3.4), we get
there is a number n 0 > 0 such that L n (ϕ x ) < r + ε for all n ≥ n 0 . Hence, we obtain that
which completes the proof.
Taking r 0 = r 1 = r 2 = r = 0 in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, we obtain the following classical Korovkin theorems.
Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C[a, b] into itself. 
. In this case, we observe that
So, we see, for each n ∈ N, that
Hence, we get
Now, taking r 0 = 0, r 1 = 1, r 2 = 2, and a = 0, b = 1, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that, for all f ∈ C[0, 1],
for some K 1 > 0 and for any r ≥ 2. However, notice that the classical Korovkin theorem (Corollary 3.2) does not work for our operators L n given by (5).
Now we extend the approximation results to a much wider class of functions.
Lemma 3.1 If L is a positive linear operator from C[a, b] into itself and k is a positive number, then the inequality h(x) ≤ k for all x ∈ [a, b] implies the inequality L(
As L is a positive linear operator, we have 
Thus, we have L(h; x) ≤ k L(e

Theorem 3.2 If
then, for all f ∈ C r [a, b], we have
where p is any real number that satisfies the following condition 
Then Proposition 2.1 the following inequality
By Theorem 3.1, we have
with q = K 1 (q 0 + q 1 + q 2 ) for some K 1 > 0. Thus, we can take a number n such that
Let us consider the difference f (x) − g(x) of functions and take its norm f − g . By the properties of norm, we have
As L n is a linear operator, we have
As f − g ≤ r + ε, by Lemma 3.1, we have
Denoting L n (e 0 ) by H n , by inequality ( 9), we have
By the properties of norm, we have
Also, by definition, we have e 0 = 1. By the initial conditions of the theorem, we have
By Definition 2.1, it means that taking sufficiently big number n (if necessary, we increase n chosen at the beginning of the proof), we have L n (e 0 ) − e 0 ≤ q 0 + ε, and consequently, we have
As a result, we obtain the following inequality
As ε is an arbitrary small number, we have
where p satisfies the following condition
Application of Lemma 2.1 concludes the proof.
Taking q 0 = q 1 = q 2 = 0 in Theorem 3.2, we obtain the following result. 
Korovkin-type theorems for fuzzy continuous functions on the real line
Let C 2π (R) denote the space of all real-valued continuous 2π -periodic functions on the whole real line. Then, C 2π (R) is a Banach space with the norm given by
So, we can give the following approximation theorem on the space C 2π (R) that is a trigonometric version of Theorem 3.1. Here, we use the test functions:
Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C 2π (R) into itself. Assume that r i ∈ [0, ∞) for i = 0, 1, 2.
Theorem 4.1 If
then, for all f ∈ C 2π (R), we have
where r is any real number satisfying
Proof Let f ∈ C 2π (R) and x ∈ [−π, π]. Then, we know from Theorem 4 of [12] , for every > 0, there exists a δ = δ(ε) > 0 such that
holds for all y ∈ R, where M 2 := f 2π and ψ x (y) := sin 2 y−x 2 . Now, using the linearity and positivity of the operators L n and also considering (13), we have
Since
we obtain that
. Hence, by using a similar technique as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the remain of the proof Theorem 4.1 immediately follows from (10) and (14) . 
Now, if we take r 0 = r 1 = r 2 = r = 0 in Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1, then we easily get the classical Korovkin theorems in trigonometric sense as follows.
Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C 2π (R) into itself. Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C 2π (R) into itself for which L n ( f 0 ; x) = f 0 (x) = 1 holds for all n ∈ N and x ∈ R. Example 4.1 For f ∈ C 2π (R), x ∈ R and n ∈ N, consider the following Fejer-type operators:
and
Then, observe that the operators F n are positive and linear. Also, we obtain that
Then, we get, for all n ∈ N, that
In this case, we have
Now, taking r 0 = 0, r 1 = r 2 = 1, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that, for all f ∈ C 2π (R),
for some K 2 > 0 and for any r ≥ 2. However, notice that Corollary 4.2 does not work for the operators F n given by (15) .
Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C r 2π [a, b] into itself. Assume that q i ∈ [0, ∞) for i = 0, 1, 2. Then, as in Theorem 3.2, one can obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.2 If
where p is any real number that satisfies the following condition
If a is a positive real number, then C a (R) denotes the space of all real-valued continuous a-periodic functions on the real line R, i.e., continuous functions with the period a. The transformation x → 2π x a on the real line defines an isomorphism of the normed spaces C a (R) and C 2π (R) where the norm · a in is transformed into the norm · 2π . Using this isomorphism and Theorem 3.1, we obtain the following result.
Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C a (R) into itself. Assume
, and f 2a (x) = sin 2π x a .
Theorem 4.3 If
then, for all f ∈ C a (R), we have
where r is any real number satisfying then, for all f ∈ C a (R), we have
Now, if we take r 0 = r 1 = r 2 = r = 0 in Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4, then we easily get the classical theorems in the trigonometric setting as follows.
Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C a (R) into itself.
Corollary 4.5
If, for each i = 0, 1, 2, the sequence {L n ( f ia )} uniformly converges to f ia on R, then, for all f ∈ C a (R), {L n ( f )} uniformly converges to f on R.
Let {L n } be a sequence of positive linear operators from C a (R) into itself for which L n ( f oa ; x) = f 0a (x) = 1 holds for all n ∈ N and x ∈ R. 
where p is any real number that satisfies the following condition p ≥ 3K 1 (q 0 + q 1 + q 2 ) + (q 0 + 2)r for some K 1 > 0.
Proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3 and is based on Theorem 4.2.
Conclusion
We have extended Korovkin-type approximation theory to the scope of linear operators on the spaces of fuzzy continuous functions with fuzzy topology defined by fuzzy convergence. Obtained results bring us to the following problems and directions for further research:
1. Develop a Korovkin-type approximation theory for linear operators on the spaces of fuzzy continuous multivariable functions. 2. Develop a Korovkin-type approximation theory for linear operators in abstract spaces with fuzzy topology. 3. Develop a Korovkin-type approximation theory for non-linear operators in functional spaces. 4. Develop a Korovkin-type approximation theory for linear operators in abstract spaces with fuzzy topology defined by statistical fuzzy convergence.
